Phi-i
Serie
Organic
Dynamic
Alive

Design | - The updated GamuT Audio Phi-i series
The new Phi-i series continues the well-renowned series with an elegant
slim Scandinavian design and a very high build-quality.
Utilizing trickle-down technology and DNA from GamuT’s critically
acclaimed reference speakers - the RS-i series - the new Phi-i speakers
were totally redesigned and optimized in almost every aspect.
The sound is big and very involving, and great attention has been paid
to have correct timing and an organic sound that involves the listener
emotionally.

Cabinets:
Minimalistic use of damping-material has created a very dynamic and
linear low frequency reproduction, while at the same time making in-room
placement of the speaker much easier and more versatile.

Crossover:
The crossovers have been completely redesigned. This has resulted in a
much more linear and natural sound, which is clearly audible throughout
the whole line.
The crossover has been designed the time-align all drive units at listening
distance - The result is a speaker which not only presents a big and
precise soundstage - it also greatly improves the timing of the speakers
over the entire frequency range - providing that emotional connection we
all look for while listening to music.
Because of the extensive internal changes to the cabinet and crossover,
upgrading old models to the new i-version is not possible.
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Phi3-i | The small elegant performer
The Phi3-i is the small, elegant performer that delivers and soundstage that goes against the compact looks.
Using a custom-made Ringradiator and a 5.25” driver from the renowned danish manufacturer, Scanspeak, the goal is set
on an authentic and involving sound with excellent resolution and superb timing.
The Phi3-i is able to reproduce an authentic sound with smooth highs and organic midrange with a tonality that focuses on
music and not technology.
The enclosure is made in the best
quality in danish furniture-quality,
with real-wood and heavy bracings
strategically placed to make the
enclosure an active part of the
sound. The binding-posts are
specially made for Phi-i, and
enables the use of both spades,
bananas and raw cable.
The Phi3-i can be used in small to
midsize rooms and can be used as
a bookshelf-speaker or placed on a
stand (sold seperately).
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Phi5-i | Typical scandinavian design
The Phi5-i is the floorstanding speaker designed with topclass-sound in mind, but at a reasonable price, and the looks is
typical scandinavian design that blends in everywhere.
It´s a perfect choice in midsize to larger rooms where you want the extra low-frequency bass and full sound, but where size is
still the big question.
Designed around a real-wood
enclosure with heavy bracings
strategically placed and tuned for
optimal impulse, the Phi5-i plays
a big soundstage that is both very
authentic and live, but also very
precise and dynamic. Timing is a
GamuT-agenda, and the Phi5-i
honors the musicians and sounds
in a way that invites you to play
music.
Using the same tweeter as the
Phi3-i, the sound is light and airy
and with attention to detail.
The Phi5-i is a 3-way speaker,
so a seperate midrange handles
the important and delicate reproduction of voices and it adds a lot
more drama and authentic sound
in combination with the two 5.25”
bass-drivers.
All drivers comes from Scanspeak
and are custom-made to Phi5-i,
and carefull attention has been put
to the design of the crossover and
the feet. The feet makes it possible
to adjust the speaker to your
room, and they also works as a
decoupling to avoid acoustical
feedback from the floor.
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Phi6-i | The ideal match
Phi6-i is the ideal match when using Phi as the prefered speaker in a home-cinema setup. The sleek and elegant design
matches the rest of the series and is tuned to match the sound from the Phi-3i and Phi5-i.
The enclosure is build from the same high-quality materials as the rest of the series, and the enclosure have heavy bracings
to ensure optimal working-conditions for the drivers.
Utilising the same drivers as the rest of the series, the Phi-6i Center is made to give a authentic, transparent and very
dynamic presentation of the delicate center-channel. Careful tuning has been made to guarantee authentic dialogue with a
full and very crisp sound where timing is the essense.
The Phi-6i Center is able to match the dynamics behind a huge soundstage with both explosions and dialogue without
sounding stressed or fatigued, and the size is still room-friendly and it is easy to place.
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Gamut | Technical Specifications

Phi3-i:
Construction:
Drivers:

2-way Stand-mount Monitor, ported - impulse optimized enclosure.
Tweeter:
1 x 25 mm Ring-radiator
Mid-woofer: 1 x 150 mm Woodfibre cone
Frequency response: 48 – 40.000 Hz
Impedance:
4 ohms nominal
87 dB
Sensitivity:
Crossover point(s):
2400 Hz (Impulse and phase linear)
Size: (WxHxD)
170 x 330 x 240 mm / 6.7” x 13” x 9.5” inches
Weight: (Kg/Lbs)
13 Kg / 28.6 Lbs (Pair)

Phi5-i:
Construction:
Drivers:

3-way floor stander, ported - impulse optimized enclosure.
Tweeter:
1 x 25 mm Ring-radiator
Midrange:
1 x 150 mm Woodfibre cone
Woofers:
2 x 150 mm Woodfibre cone
Frequency response: 32 – 40.000 Hz
Impedance:
4 ohms nominal
89 dB
Sensitivity:
Crossover point(s):
650 Hz & 2400 Hz (Impulse and phase linear)
Size: (WxHxD)
170 x 1050 x 270 mm / 6.7” x 41” x 10.6” inches
Weight: (Kg / Lbs.)
36 Kg / 79,2 Lbs. (Pair)

Phi6-i: (Center)
Construction:
Drivers:

2-way Center loudspeaker, ported – impulse optimized enclosure.
Tweeter:
1 x 25 mm Ring-radiator
Mid-woofer: 2 x 150 mm Woodfibre cone
Frequency response: 48 – 40.000 Hz
Impedance:
4 ohms nominal
87 dB
Sensitivity:
Crossover point(s):
2400 Hz (Impulse and phase linear)
Size: (WxHxD)
510 x 170 x 240 / 20.1” x 6.7” x 9.5” inches
Weight (Kg / Lbs.)
10 Kg / 22 Lbs. (Pcs.)
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